
Chapter 1

Ubiquity and antiquity

Finding aluminum as metal on the surface of the Earth today is not 
difficult, but it wasn’t always that wayB cecause of its affinity for other 
elements, aluminum in the Earth’s surface is always found combined 
with other elements to form clays, minerals or even gems, but not as a
metalB The discovery of a way to make aluminum metal changed thatB 
Many modern buildings have aluminum windows, doors and roofsB 
Commercial and military aircraft are mostly made of aluminumB 
Thousands of miles of aluminum wire are strung between electrical 
power transmission towersB Aluminum beverage cans and bits of 
aluminum packaging foil can be seen lying on the ground around the 
world – and pieces of laminated aluminum-foam panels can be found 
washed up on remote beachesB Just as scientists found a layer in the 
Earth’s surface containing an excess of the iridium, an element 
commonly found in meterorites, marking a time about 65 million years 
ago that separates the Mesozoic Era from the Cenozoic Era, so too will 
scientists in the distant future fnd a layer marking a period dominated 
by human impacts, including climate change, new ecosystems, 
landscape modifcations and the presence of aluminum metal on the 
surface of the EarthB That era already has a name – the AnthropoceneB 

Copper, lead and tin have been mined, smelted and worked for 
thousands of years, but aluminum has been commercially produced 
only since the late 19th centuryB Despite that late start, aluminum 
production has surpassed other nonferrous metals in both volumetric 
and tonnage termsB In 1900, the total worldwide annual output of 
aluminum was 8,000 tonsB cy 1913, it was 65,000 tonsB cy 1920, it was
128,000 tonsB cy 1938, it was 537,000 tonsB cy 1946, it was 681,000 
tonsB And by 1997, about 22 million tons of primary aluminum was 
produced worldwide, along with 7 million tons of recycled aluminumB1 
“The historian who would trace the story of aluminum has a 
comparatively easy task,” Junius DB Edwards wrote in his book 
“Aluminum and its Production” in 1930B “It is not referred to in the 
writings of the ‘ancients,’ nor in classical records; aluminum is a 
product of the present age…B Many now living have quite literally 
grown up with the metalB” 2
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Aluminum is the third most abundant element in the Earth’s crust after
oxygen and siliconB It is the most abundant metal but it wasn’t isolated
until the 19th century because it occurs naturally only in compounds 
and is difficult to separateB Aluminum is located in Row 2, Group 13 of 
the periodical table of elementsB Elements in the same column 
typically have similar properties but because boron, the top element in
the column, is very diferent from the other elements in the column, 
the group is referred to as the aluminum familyB 3 Aluminum’s atomic 
number is 13, its atomic weight is 26B98154, and its melting point is 
660B37 degrees CelsiusB 4 The most abundant metallic element found 
on Earth and the Moon, aluminum makes up more than 8% of the 
Earth’s surface by weightB Nearly all rocks contain aluminum in the 
form of aluminum silicate mineralsB Aluminum as a metal is protected 
from corrosion by the natural formation of an oxide flm which is self-
limiting at about 5 nanometers in dry air at room temperaturesB 5 It is 
never found in nature in a pure metallic form, as is copper and ironB 
Aluminum combines with other elements, particularly oxygen, to form 
an extremely hard oxide called aluminaB When combined with traces of
other elements, it can take the form of gems, such as rubies and 
sapphiresB 6

Aluminum’s light weight plays a role in plate tectonics – the theory that
explains the formation of continents and their movement across the 
Earth’s surfaceB In the 19th century, Eduard Suess proposed names for 
geochemical divisions to describe the Earth’s crust, and this model has
been confrmed in modern times by petrographic, gravimetric and 
seismic evidenceB The geochemical term for the upper layer of the 
Earth’s crust is SiAl, which stands for rocks rich in silicates and 
aluminum – elements that are absent in the wide oceanic basinsB The 
geochemical term for the lower layer of the Earth’s crust is SiMa, which
stands for rocks rich in magnesium silicate minerals that make up most
of the ocean foor – the basalt layer of the Earth’s crustB SiMa is more 
dense than SiAl, explaining why continental plates move above oceanic
platesB The nickel-iron core of the Earth is sometimes referred to as 
NiFe, based on the elemental symbols for nickel and ironB 7 The 
interaction of the SiAl tectonic plates with the SiMa plates is believed 
to be responsible for the creation of sapphires and rubies, which are 
made of aluminum oxide, also known as the mineral corundum, the 
third hardest material known after diamondsB Trace amounts of 
elements such as iron, titanium, chromium, copper or magnesium 
present during formation are responsible for the color of a sapphireB 8
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Aluminum also is naturally found in silicate minerals or as aluminum 
oxide, in a diferent form than corundum known as alumina, in certain 
kinds of sedimentary rocks of the laterite or bauxite familyB cauxite, 
the raw ore that is mined for aluminum production, is a mixture of the 
hydroxides of aluminum along with impurities such as oxides of iron, 
titanium and siliconB cauxite is not a rare ore and is widely found in the
United States, the Caribbean, Europe and especially in Australia, 
Guinea and northern South AmericaB 9 The word bauxite is applied 
loosely to any aluminum-bearing substance found in nature in which 
alumina is the largest single constituentB 10 Commercial grade bauxite 
should contain at least 40% aluminaB It is usually mined by open-pit 
method and sent to a refnery to produce aluminaB 11

cauxite contains hydrated oxides of aluminum, including gibbsite, 
boehmite and diaspore, as well as hydrated oxides of iron and silicate 
minerals, kaolin and moistureB The most desirable aluminum mineral 
for commercial purposes is gibbsiteB The least desirable is boehmite 
and diasporeB cauxite is created by the long-term weathering or 
chemical alteration of host rock, dating from one million to hundreds of
millions of years agoB Most bauxite is found in tabular, near-surface 
deposits in tropical areas or areas that were once tropicalB With the 
exception of Australia and southern Europe, most of the world’s 
bauxite is found in remote areas and often in countries that are 
relatively unstable and economically undevelopedB 12

cauxite deposits worldwide can be divided into four broad categories – 
blanket, pocket, detrital and interlayered depositsB clanket deposits 
are usually found in horizontal layers near the surface with overburden
ranging from 2 inches to 30 feet, and they often range from 15 to 20 
feet thick and up to several miles longB Some of the world’s larger 
blanket deposits are found in South America, Australia, West Africa and
IndiaB Pocket deposits are found in geological depressions with little 
overburden and are common to Jamaica and southern EuropeB Detrital 
deposits are geologically older and can be found in Georgia and 
AlabamaB Interlayered deposits are often found buried under a heavy 
layer of overburden and tend to be compactedB Interlayered deposits 
are found in the UBSB, Guyana, Surinam, the former-Soviet Union, 
China, Ireland and southern EuropeB 13
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Aluminum in ancient times

Anthropologists sometimes divide ancient times into ages defned by 
their use of metalB Copper, which can be found in pure form on the 
Earth’s surface, has been in use around the world for more than 7,500 
yearsB cronze, an alloy of tin and copper, has been in use for around 
4,000 yearsB Iron and steel have been in use for more than 3,000 
yearsB cut the aluminum age didn’t begin until a suitable method for 
commercial production was discovered in 1886B 14 While not available 
as a metal, aluminum played an important role in human culture in 
mineral formB Together, silica and alumina make up about 75% of the 
Earth’s crust and are present in many of the minerals found in claysB 
Primary residual clays form when feldspathic rocks are exposed to 
weathering for long periods of timeB 15 The earliest uses of aluminum 
by humans can be traced back to approximately 5000 cBCB when 
people in Iraq made fne pottery from clay that consisted largely of a 
compound containing aluminumB 16

Kaolin, also known as China clay or white clay, contains much less iron 
oxide and has been used for thousands of years for vitrifed white 
ware, paper sizing and coatingsB A good source of kaolin existed in 
China at Kaolin Mountain, and by 600 ABDB a large ceramic complex 
was established nearby at Jingde ZhenB Over time, the name kaolin 
became part of ceramics terminologyB Kaolin today typically consists of
58% silica and 29% aluminaB 17 Unusual reports of objects fashioned 
from aluminum metal have been made over the yearsB Analysis of a 
curious metal ornament found in the tomb of Chou-Chu, a military 
leader in the third century cBCB in China, was found to be 85% 
aluminumB It remains a mystery how it was producedB 18 In the frst 
century ABDB, according to the Roman author Pliny The Elder, a master 
craftsman presented the Roman emperor Tiberius with a very light and
beautiful goblet made of a silvery metalB The craftsman said he 
produced the metal from ordinary clayB According to the fable, Tiberius
ordered the man’s head chopped of and his workshop destroyed to 
prevent a drop in gold and silver pricesB 19

Egyptians and cabylonians used aluminum compounds in various 
chemicals and medicines as far back as 2000 cBCB Egyptians reportedly
used the coagulant alum as early as 1500 cBCB to reduce the visible 
cloudiness or turbidity in waterB 20 The western desert of Egypt was a 
major source of alum substitutes in antiquityB 21 In 440 cBCB, the Greek 
historian Herodotus wrote an accounting of the world that mentioned 
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the geographical sources for alum, including Lipara, Melos, Sardinia, 
Phrygia, Armenia and EgyptB Alum from Melos and Egypt was used for 
medicineB “The most esteemed was that of Egypt, and next that of 
Melos,” he saidB “The inhabitants of Delphi would, from the sale of this 
alum, obtain a considerable sum, which might serve for their quotaB” In
his 1844 book on Herodotus, the French translator PBHB Larcher noted 
that the “alumen” of the Greeks and the Latins “was not what is now 
called alum (sulphate of alumina) but an impure vitriol (sulphate of 
iron) containing aluminaB” 22

Pliny the Elder referred to a substance as alumen in his book “Historia 
naturalis,” a scientifc source book used through the Middle AgesB 23 
The substance was similar to stupteria, as described by the Greek 
physician Dioscorides about the same timeB 24 Pliny, a Roman author, 
naturalist and natural philosopher, a naval and army commander of 
the early Roman Empire, and friend of the emperor Vespasian, wrote 
his 37-book encyclopedia “Natural History” in 77 to 79 ABDB Chapter 52
of cook 35 contained fve pages on the geographical sources, natural 
forms and human uses for alumen under the title “Alumen, and the 
several varieties of it, thirty-eight remediesB” cy alumen, Pliny said he 
referred to “a sort of brine which exudes from the earth,” known in 
Latin as salsugo terraeB Pliny described numerous types of alumen, 
including white and dark alumen found in Cyprus, the former used to 
dye wool in bright colors and the latter for giving wool a “tawny or a 
sombre tintB” clack alumen could also be used to purify goldB Alumen 
was produced in Spain, Egypt, Armenia, Macedonia, Pontus, Africa, 
Sardinia, Melos, Lipara and StrongyleB 25

Pliny wrote that alumen was the name of several kinds of salts used in 
dyeingB The writings of Pliny and Columella indicate that white alumen 
must have been a mixture of aluminum sulfate and some iron sulfateB 
“Why it was called alumen is not certainly known, but it was probably 
derived from lumen, light, in allusion to its brightening the colors when
used in dyeing,” Joseph Richards wrote in 1896B A very pure alumen 
was produced in the eighth century in Rocca, near Smyrna, which was 
aluminum sulfate with sulfate of potashB 26 The best quality alumen 
came from Egypt, and the next best came from Melos, Pliny saidB 
Alumen from Melos came as limpid milky liquid or a pale and rough 
solid known by the Greeks as schistonB “Liquid alumen is naturally 
astringent, indurative and corrosive; used in combination with honey, it
heals ulcerations of the mouth, pimples and pruriginous eroptions,” he 
wroteB “The remedy, when thus used, is employed in the bath, the 
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proportions being two parts honey to one of alumenB” According to 
Pliny, solid alumen could be used for a variety of ailments, including 
ulcerations of the mouth and toothachesB The solid form of alumen “is 
produced from the mineral ore known to us as ‘chalcitis,’ from which 
copper is also produced, it being a sort of exudation from that mineral, 
coagulated into the form of scum,” Pliny wroteB 27

Another form of alumen known as strongyle could be divided into two 
categories – the “fungous,” which easily dissolved in any liquid and 
was considered “altogether worthless,”  and the porous, which was full 
of small holes like a spongeB “This last kind is calcined by itself upon 
hot coals, unmixed with any other substance, until it is entirely 
reduced to ashes,” he wroteB The best kind of alumen was called 
“melinum” and came from the Isle of MelosB It had many medical uses,
including arresting discharges of blood when combined with greaseB 
“The leading property of every kind of alumen is its remarkable 
astringency, to which, in fact, it is indebted for its name with the 
Greeks,” he wrote, referring to the Greek word “stypticB” Alumen could 
be used to treat hangnails, malformed nails, putrid ulcers, removing 
sores from infants, leprosy when combined with cabbage, burns when 
combined with pitch, and dysentery when injectedB Alumen could also 
destroy lice and other parasitical insects, Pliny wroteB 28

The alumen of the ancients was not always the same as the alum of 
the modern ageB The ancients knew how to produce alum from alunite,
which has been archaeologically attested to on the island LesbosB That 
site was abandoned in the 7th century but dated back at least to the 
2nd century cBCB 29 Contamination with iron sulfate was greatly 
disliked, as it darkened and dulled dye colorsB Merchants and 
manufacturers at the time were acquainted with a variety of 
substances of varying degrees of purity by the names of misy, sory 
and chalcanthumB As alum and green vitriol were applied to a variety 
of substances in common, and as both were distinguished by a 
sweetish and astringent taste, writers even after the discovery of alum 
did not seem to have discriminated between the two salts accuratelyB 
The alchemists applied the words misy, sory and chalcanthum to alum 
as well as to iron sulfate, and the name atramentum sutorium, which 
one might expect to belong exclusively to green vitriol, applied 
indiferently to bothB Various minerals were employed in the 
manufacture of alum, the most important being alunite, alum schist, 
bauxite and cryoliteB 30 
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Alum, a compound of potassium, aluminum, sulfur and oxygen, was 
mined in ancient Greece and sold to the Turks, which used the 
compound to make a beautiful dye known as Turkey redB The Romans 
used alum since the frst century cBCB Alum was also used as an 
astringent to close open cuts in the skin to start healing and as a 
mordant to make natural dyes stick to cloth – the mordant sticks to 
cloth, and the dye sticks to the mordantB 31 In the frst century cBCB, a 
Roman commander named Archelaus discovered that wood was nearly
fame-resistant if it was treated with a solution of alumB He used the 
solution to protect his fortifcationsB The use of alum throughout 
Europe continued through the 17th century as a tanning agent in the 
leather industry, for paper sizing in the paper-pulp industry, and in 
medicine for dermatology, cosmetology, stomatology and 
ophthalmologyB 32 Alum was even used as an ingredient in baking 
powderB 33 

Alum was imported into England mainly from the Middle East, and from
the Papal States for hundreds of yearsB Its use in England was as a dye-
fxer for wool, which was one of England’s primary industriesB Wool’s 
value increased signifcantly if dyedB In the 13th and 14th centuries, 
alum from alunite was a major import from the Gulf of Smyrna in 
cyzantium and was sold by Genoans and Venetians – it was a cause of 
war between Genoa and VeniceB Alum was sold later by FlorenceB After 
the fall of Constantinople in 1461, alunite was discovered at Tolfa in 
the Papal StatesB The textile dyeing industries in cruge, Italy and later 
England required alum to stabilize the dyes and brighten colorsB These 
sources were unreliable for England, and there was a push to develop 
a source in England – especially as imports from the Papal States 
ceased following the excommunication of Henry VIIIB 34 With state 
fnancing, attempts were made throughout the 16th century, but 
without success until the 17th centuryB An industry was founded in 
Yorkshire to process shale, which contained the key ingredient, 
aluminum sulfate, and this made an important contribution to the 
Industrial RevolutionB One of the oldest historic sites for the production 
of alum from shale and human urine were the Peak alum works in 
Ravenscar, North YorkshireB cy the 18th century, the landscape of 
northeast Yorkshire had been devastated by this process, which 
involved constructing 100-foot stacks of burning shale and fueling 
them with frewood continuously for monthsB The rest of the production
process consisted of quarrying, extraction, steeping of shale ash with 
seaweed in urine, boiling, evaporating, crystallizing, milling and 
loading into sacks for exportB Quarrying ate into the clifs of the area, 
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the forests were felled for charcoal and the land was polluted by 
sulfuric acid and ashB 35

cy 2017, alum was the common name of a specifc chemical 
compound, hydrated potassium aluminum sulfate, and a class of 
chemical compoundsB Alums were useful for a range of industrial 
processesB They were soluble in water, had a sweetish taste, reacted 
acidic to litmus, and crystallized in regular octahedraB In alums, each 
metal ion was surrounded by six water moleculesB When heated, they 
liquefed, and if the heating was continued, the water of crystallization 
was driven of, the salt frothed and swelled, and an amorphous powder
remainedB Alums were astringent and acidicB Some alums occurred as 
mineralsB The most important members – potassium, sodium and 
ammonium –  were produced industriallyB Typical recipes involved 
combining alumina, sulfuric acid and the sulfate second cation, 
potassium, sodium or ammoniumB Alum continued to be used as a dye 
fxative, for purifcation of drinking water and industrial waste water, to
dissolve steel without harming surrounding aluminum or base metals, 
in styptic pencils to stop bleeding, for waxes used to remove body hair,
as a substitute for pomade to make hair stay up all day, for 
antiperspirant or antibacterial uses, as a spice or a preservative for 
fruit and vegetables, as a component of some baking powders, as an 
additive to dough to make bread whiter, as a fame retardant for cloth, 
wood and paper, as a component in ceramic glazes, for tanning animal
hides, to treat canker sores, as an ingredient to increase the efficiency 
of vaccines, as a paint pigment, for paper marbling, as an ingredient in
children’s modeling compounds such as Play-Doh, and for paper sizing 
by the JapaneseB 36

cy the 15th century, alchemists and metalworkers suspected that 
some kind of metal existed in alum mineralsB It wasn’t until the 18th 
century that scientists could propose at a theoretical level that 
aluminum existed as a metal, but traditional metallurgical methods 
used to produce copper and other nonferrous metals could not be used
to extract aluminum from its oresB 37 The search for aluminum began 
with the alchemistsB The introduction of alchemy to Europe can be 
dated to 1144 with the translation of the Arabic “cook of the 
Composition of Alchemy” by Robert of ChesterB Robert noted in his 
preface that alchemy was unknown in Latin Europe at the time of his 
writingB Today, alchemy is defned as a philosophical and proto-
scientifc tradition practiced throughout Europe, Egypt and Asia that 
aimed at purifying, maturing and perfecting certain objects, including 
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the transmutation of base metals, such as lead, into noble metals, such
as goldB Alchemists also sought to fnd an elixir of immortality, cures to
any disease and the creation of a universal solventB In Europe, the 
philosopher’s stone was variously connected to all these efortsB 38 
Much of alchemy in the 12th and 13th centuries evolved from 
translations of classic works by Aristotle, Hermes and DemocritusB cy 
the end of the 13th century, alchemy had developed into a fairly 
structured belief system, but by the 14th century discourse shifted 
from philosophical debate to criticism of its practitionersB Dante, Piers 
Plowman and Chaucer characterized alchemists as thieves and liars, 
Pope John XXII issued an edict that forbid false promises about 
transmutation of metals, and King Henry IV of England banned the 
practice of “multiplying metalsB” 39

cy the end of the 15th century, Theophrastus combastus von 
Hohnheim, also known as Paracelsus, moved alchemy away from 
occultism and pioneered the use of chemicals and minerals in 
medicineB “Many have said of alchemy that it is for making of gold and 
silver,” he wroteB “For me, such is not the aim, but to consider only 
what virtue and power may lie in medicinesB” 40 As Europe moved into 
the Renaissance period, alchemists found entrepreneurial 
opportunities related to mining, medical services and the production of
chemicals, medicines, metals and gem stones, and they found 
appointments by royal courtsB Many of these appointments were 
legitimate, but pseudo-alchemical fraud continued through the 
RenaissanceB At that time, the separation between alchemy, chemistry 
and small-scale assaying and metallurgy was not as clear as it is todayB
41 Paracelsus is credited with isolating aluminum oxide – alumina – 
from alum in the mid-16th century, a major step toward producing 
aluminum as a metalB He called the material an “aluminus soilB” 42 corn
in 1493 in a Swiss canton village, the son of a chemist and physician, 
Paracelsus became a renowned physician, botanist, alchemist, 
astrologer and general occultist of the RenaissanceB While he insisted 
on using observations of nature over knowledge taken from the 
classical texts, and for giving zinc its name in 1526, Paracelsus also 
believed astrology was important to medicine, and much of his 
theoretical work does not withstand modern scientifc thoughtB 43

His wanderings as an itinerant physician and even journeyman miner 
took Paracelsus through Germany, France, Spain, Hungary, the 
Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Poland and RussiaB His travels to Asia 
and Africa are speculativeB He gained a reputation for being arrogant 
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and possibly a habitual drinker, but he also became a folk legend and 
the subject of bizarre tales – his treatment of villagers during the 
plague in the 16th century is considered heroicB Paracelsus may be 
responsible for the creation of the opium tincture laudanumB He was 
one of the frst medical professors to recognize that physicians needed 
a solid academic background in the natural sciences and chemistryB At 
the time, surgeons were ranked in the same guild with barbers and 
butchersB 44 While he largely rejected Aristotle’s philosophy, Paracelsus
accepted the concept of the four “elements” – water, air, fre and 
earthB For medical purposes, he also accepted a tripartite alternative of
sulfur, mercury and salt, which he believed contained all the poisons 
contributing to all known diseasesB cut after spending time as a 
military surgeon, he called for cleanliness and protection of wounds 
and for regulation of dietsB He died in Salzburg, Austria in 1541B 45

The early scientists

The decline of alchemy came with modern science and its emphasis on
rigorous quantitative experimentation and a disdain for “ancient 
wisdomB” Robert coyle pioneered the use of the scientifc method in 
chemistry in the 17th centuryB He assumed nothing in his experiments 
and compiled measurements and descriptions of a diverse nature – 
including the location of the experiment, the wind conditions and 
barometric pressure, even the position of the sun and the moonB His 
approach eventually led to the founding of modern chemistry in the 
18th and 19th centuries after the “revolutionary discoveries” of 
Antoine Lavoisier and John DaltonB A rigid distinction between alchemy 
and chemistry emerged for the frst time by 1720, and by the 1740s 
alchemy was relegated to the realm of gold makingB This movement 
led to the belief that alchemists were charlatans and that the tradition 
was nothing more than a fraudB 46

Paracelsus in the 16th century was the frst to separate alum and 
vitriols using the logic that the base of vitriols was metallic and the 
base of alum was earthyB In 1684, Ettmuller discovered that alum could
be obtained by using sulfuric acid on clayB In 1702, Stahl clearly 
expressed his conviction that the unknown base of alum was of the 
nature of lime or chalk, and that opinion held sway for the next half 
centuryB In 1722, Hofman announced that the base of alum appeared 
to be a true and distinct earthB 47 Paracelsus’ isolation of an “aluminus 
soil” was repeated about 200 years later by the German chemist 
Andreas Sigismund MarggrafB From that moment forward, the 
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fedgling science community was aware of the possible existence of a 
metal that would turn out to be aluminumB 48 Marggraf was born in 
1709 in cerlin, Germany, and is considered a pioneer of analytical 
chemistryB He isolated zinc in 1746, using a process that later became 
economicalB He announced the discovery of sugar in beets in 1747 and
devised an economical method to extract the sugarB 49 In 1754, 
Marggraf discovered that he could use an alkali solution to precipitate 
a new substance from alumB 50 He called the new substance aluminaB 
Most chemists during Marggraf’s time believed alumina was an 
“earth” of a previous unknown metalB The Latin name for alum is 
“alumen,” meaning bitter saltB 51 

Marggraf made several assertions on the subject – that the earth from 
alum is certainly a distinct substance, that it existed in all natural clays
and could be extracted from those clays with sulfuric acid, that the 
part of the clays not touched by sulfuric acid was silica, and that 
therefore the purest white clay contained only silica and the earthy 
base of alumB In 1758, the French scientist Macquer wrote that “the 
earth of alum in white, infusible, and I suspect that it has a relation 
more or less distant with the metallic earthsB” caron, a chemistry 
professor in Paris, was the frst recorded experimenter on the isolation 
of aluminumB In 1760, caron reported to the Royale Academy that he 
had tried all known methods to reduce the base of alum without 
successB “I am far from regarding the problem as an impossibility,” 
caron wroteB “I think it not too venturesome to predict that a day will 
come when the metallic nature of the base of alum will be 
incontestably provenB” 52 Marggraf died in 1782, never having isolated
aluminum as a metalB 53 cut he had isolated alumina, the raw material 
used in today’s aluminum smeltersB Marggraf’s work was continued in 
1760 by the French chemist and politician Louis-cernard Guyton de 
Morveau, who believed alumina contained a new metallic elementB cut 
like Marggraf, he was unable to extract the metal from its oxideB 54

corn in Dijon, France in 1737, Morveau is credited with developing the 
frst system of chemical nomenclatureB He also promoted chlorine for 
disinfecting buildingsB Morveau was elected to the Legislative 
Assembly in 1792 during the French Revolution and then to the 
National ConventionB Although a member of the right wing, he voted in 
favor of executing King Louis XVIB He served on the Committee of 
Public Safety in 1793, when he resigned to devote his time to the 
manufacture of frearms and establishing a corps of balloonists for the 
French Revolutionary ArmyB He was made a baron of the First French 
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Empire in 1811, and died in Paris in 1816B 55 As Morveau set out to 
revise chemical nomenclature in 1761, he declared that the proper 
name for the base of alum should be alumine, a French word that was 
translated into English in 1820 as aluminaB 56 Proving the existence of a
missing metal in the 18th century was difficult – chemical research was 
still in its infancy, and Mendeleev’s periodic table of elements was not 
published until 1869B 57 Nevertheless in 1782, Antoine-Laurent de 
Lavoisier of France recognized the existence of aluminum as an 
element through logical inferenceB He described alumina as “the oxide 
of a metal whose affinity for oxygen is so strong that it cannot be 
overcome either by carbon or any other known reducing agentB” 58

Lavoisier was born in Paris in 1743B The French nobleman and chemist 
is widely considered the “father of modern chemistry,” although critics 
note that the title may have resulted from his skill as a self-promoterB 
Lavoisier often depended on instruments, experiments and ideas of 
other chemists, but he is also credited with changing chemistry from a 
qualitative science to a quantitative scienceB More of a theorist, he 
recognized the achievements of others’ experimental resultsB Lavoisier
recognized and named oxygen in 1778 and hydrogen in 1783, helped 
construct the metric system and wrote the frst extensive list of 
elementsB His discoveries about oxygen and combustion helped to 
disprove the predominant phlogiston theoryB 59 Growing up, Lavoisier 
was infuenced by the French EnlightenmentB He was awarded a gold 
medal by the King in 1766 for an essay on the problems of urban street
lighting, was appointed to the French Academy of Sciences in 1768, 
and worked on the frst geological map of France in 1769B His work for 
the French government in 1775 helped improve the quantity and 
quality of gunpowder for the armyB He submitted a new program for 
reforming chemical nomenclature in 1787, which replaced the classical
elements of earth, air, fre and water with 55 substances which at the 
time could not be decomposed into simpler substancesB Those 
substances came to be called elementsB 60

Lavoisier was able to fund his scientifc research as a powerful member
of aristocratic councils in France, including the Ferme Generale, one of 
the most hated components of the Ancien RegimeB At the height of the 
French Revolution, Jean-Paul Marat accused Lavoisier of selling 
adulterated tobacco and other crimes, and Lavoisier was guillotined 
along with 27 co-defendants on May 8, 1794B When an appeal was 
made to spare Lavoisier’s life so he could continue his research, the 
judge according to legend replied, “The Republic needs neither 
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scientists nor chemists; the course of justice cannot be delayedB” 
Lavoisier was exonerated by the French government a year and a half 
after his executionB A statue of him was erected in Paris a century 
later, and he joins 72 eminent French scientists, engineers and 
mathematicians whose names are inscribed on the Eifel TowerB 61

In 1790, Austrian scientists Ruprecht and Tondi repeated caron’s 
experimentsB In one experiment, they combined alumina with charcoal 
dust and oil to make a paste that they used to coat the walls of a 
crucibleB They fred the crucible at a high temperature for three hours 
and later observed small metallic particles on the inner walls of the 
crucibleB Ruprecht and Tondi suspected that the particles were the 
metallic base of aluminaB Italian scientists Savaresi and German 
scientists Klarproth and Karsten duplicated the experiment the next 
year with similar results but found the metal particles to be iron 
phosphate, the iron coming from the charcoal and the phosphate from 
the bone ashB Lavoisier in 1792 regarded it highly probable that 
alumina was the oxide of a metal, but the affinity of the metal for 
oxygen was so strong that neither carbon or any other reducing agent 
could overcome itB Lavoisier nevertheless succeeded in melting 
alumina in a charcoal fre fed by pure oxygenB Hare was able to melt 
alumina in 1802 with an oxy-hydrogen blowpipe but observed no 
reduction to metalB In 1813, cenjamin Silliman repeated Hare’s 
experiments with the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe and momentarily 
observed small metallic globules rolling around in the alumina and 
carbon mixture, which proved that the metal could be removed from 
alumina under that heat, but they immediately burned and returned to 
aluminaB 62

While the pursuit of aluminum by alchemists and Renaissance 
chemists focused on alum, a major discovery in 1799 opened up a new
and important route to producing aluminum as a metalB That year, a 
naturally occurring mineral called cryolite was frst described based on 
observations at Ivigtut and the nearby Arsuk Fjord in southwest 
GreenlandB The name comes from the Greek words “cryo” for “chill” 
and “lithos” for “stoneB” The uncommon mineral, sodium 
hexafuoroaluminate, naturally occurs as glassy, colorless, white-
reddish to gray-black prismatic monoclinic crystalsB In addition to 
Greenland, cryolite has been found at Pikes Peak, ColoB; Mont Saint-
Hilaire, Quebec; and Miass, RussiaB 63 Cryolite not only contains 
aluminum, it also contains fuoride, a key component in the modern 
industrial process for producing aluminum as a metalB Compounds 
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containing fuoride are common in the Earth’s crust, making up about 
0B06% to 0B09% by weightB Naturally occurring fuoride is also found as
fuorspar, or calcium fuoride, and fuorapatite, or calcium fuoride 
phosphateB Fluorides are naturally released into the atmosphere by 
volcanic action, primarily in the form of hydrogen fuoride, a gasB 
Fluorine compounds found in soils in concentrations from 20 ppm to 
1,600 ppm are highly water insoluble and do not readily move through 
the soil, forming deposits that can be minedB 64

Jons Jacob cerzelius is believed to have been the frst person to 
produce synthetic cryolite, sodium aluminum fuorideB In a laboratory 
experiment in 1824, he combined sodium bifuoride with aluminum 
hydroxideB 65 corn in Sweden in 1779, cerzelius is considered one of 
the founders of modern chemistry, along with Robert coyle, John 
Dalton and Antoine LavoisierB He is noted for his determination of 
atomic weights, experiments that helped determine chemical-
combining proportions, demonstrating how electrochemical cells could 
decompose chemicals in pairs of electrically opposite constituents, and
developing the modern system of chemical notation with abbreviated 
Latin names using one or two lettersB 66 

cerzelius discovered or isolated several new elements, including 
cerium and thorium, and identifed silicon and seleniumB His lab 
students discovered lithium and vanadiumB He is credited with coining 
several important chemical terms, including catalysis, polymer, isomer 
and allotrope, but his meaning for those words was quite diferent from
the modern meaningB cerzelius was the frst to make a distinction 
between organic and inorganic compounds, but he also developed a 
theory of “vitalism” in 1810, which claimed that living things worked 
by some mysterious “vital forceB” That theory was eventually proven 
false by experiments performed by Friedrich Wohler in 1828 and 
Adolph Kolbe in 1845B 67 In 1815, cerzelius put together a table of 
elements that included symbols and atomic weights that he had 
determined on his own which was more accurate than any table 
created by his predecessorsB cerzelius noted that in some compounds, 
two atoms of a metal were present, and he incorporated that into his 
formula for those compoundsB In his table, he gave aluminum an 
atomic weight of 170B90, and his formula for alumina contained two 
atoms of aluminum and three atoms of oxygenB 68

Another important change in the pursuit of aluminum metal came as 
chemists began to use electricity to infuence chemical reactionsB Sir 
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Humphry Davy of England is credited with being the frst scientist to 
identify aluminum in 1807B In his experiment, he passed an electric arc
through a mixture of alumina and potashB The arc freed the aluminum 
atoms from the oxygen atoms for an instant, but the aluminum 
immediately fused with iron in the crucibleB 69 Davy frst tried mixing 
alumina with red oxide of mercury without resultB Then, using the 
increased power of a 500-plate battery, Davy melted alumina with 
potash and then alumina with sodaB In both cases, Davy had obtained 
metallic potassium or sodium with aluminum, but he was unable to 
separate themB In 1809, Davy used a more powerful 1,000-plate 
battery to fuse iron and alumina and proved that alumina could be 
decomposed while fuid in the electric arc and that its metal alloyed 
with ironB He eventually produced a button of material that was harder 
than iron and was likely an alloy of iron and aluminum, but again he 
could not separate the twoB Davy summed up his experiments by 
saying, “Had I been fortunate enough to isolate the metal after which I 
sought, I would have given it the name alumiumB” 70

Davy did not succeed in isolating metallic aluminum, but he became 
convinced that alumina contained a metalB Later, he changed the 
name of this theoretical metal to “aluminum” to correspond with the 
name of the metal’s oxide, aluminaB Sometime later, the name was 
changed to “aluminium,” as the suffix “ium” matched the suffix used 
for many other elements, such as sodium, potassium or chromiumB The
name “aluminium” has become accepted in modern times by many 
countries around the worldB 71 Aluminium was the accepted spelling in 
the UBSB until 1925 when the American Chemical Society officially 
reverted the spelling to aluminumB 72

Davy was born in Cornwall, England in 1778B The critish chemist and 
inventor became a First caronet, president of the Royal Society, a 
member of the Royal Irish Academy and a fellow of the Geological 
SocietyB He is recognized for his discoveries of several alkali and 
alkaline earth metals and his discoveries about the elemental nature of
chlorine and iodineB Davy joined the Pneumatic Institution in 1708 to 
investigate the medical benefts of atmospheric gasesB During that 
time, Davy, James Watt, Samuel Taylor Coleridge and others became 
regular users of nitrous oxide, and Davy became addicted to the gasB 
Davy joined the Royal Institution in February 1801, and soon became a
popular lecturerB His lectures sometimes included spectacular and 
dangerous chemical demonstrations – he once damaged his eyesight 
in a laboratory experimentB 73 In 1802, while at the Royal Institution, 
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Davy had access to the most powerful electrical battery in the world, 
and he used it to make the frst incandescent light by passing a current
through a thin platinum stripB He was a pioneer in the feld of 
electrolysis, splitting common compounds into many new elements 
and discovering sodium, potassium and calciumB He was the frst to 
isolate magnesium, boron and bariumB In 1810, Davy proclaimed 
chlorine, frst discovered in Sweden in 1774, to be an element, and he 
gave the element its nameB In addition to his academic and scientifc 
awards and titles, a crater on the moon was named after him, and a 
humorous play and a song were written about himB He died in Geneva, 
Switzerland in 1829B 74

Davy’s experiment with electricity and alumina was given a critical 
review in 1858 when Charles and Alexander Tissier published a small 
book called “Reserches sur l’AluminiumB” 75 The French industrial 
chemists noted that Davy had used a battery in his 1807 experiments 
to produce electrolysis in an attempt to decompose alumina into 
aluminum, in the same way he had produced sodium and potassium 
from potash or sodaB According to the Tissier brothers, Davy “failed 
completely” in isolating aluminum as a metalB According to Davy’s own
notes, they pointed out, his experiments with alumina never produced 
substantial results and could not be used on a commercial scaleB 76 The
historical signifcance of Davy’s discovery was also criticized in a 1903 
patent infringement case that went against the Pittsburgh Reduction 
CoB, before the company became AlcoaB “Davy suggested the 
possibility of producing metal from certain ores conductive in a fused 
state, and this hint, for it was hardly more, undoubtedly set the 
chemists and electricians thinking, just as the discovery of Franklin put
the idea of the telegraph into the brain of Morse and as the discovery 
of Watt made possible the inventions of Stephenson and Fulton,” Judge
Alfred Coxe said in his rulingB “Judged by its practical results, the 
contribution of Davy was not as valuable as it now appears when read 
in the light of subsequent achievementB For three-quarters of a 
century, chemists and electricians all over the world, with Davy’s work 
before them, were endeavoring to fnd a method of producing 
aluminum commercially, and they all failedB” 77

Aluminum by chemistry

cut rather than focus on the use of electricity, the numerous scientists 
seeking to coax aluminum out of alumina turned to chemical means for
the next half centuryB In 1825, Hans Christian Oersted, already famous 
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for his discoveries in the feld of magnetism, joined the efort to 
produce aluminum as a pure metalB 78 Oersted was born in Rudkobing, 
Denmark, in 1777B The Danish physicist and chemist is best known for 
his discovery that electric currents create magnetic feldsB He earned 
his doctorate on metaphysics in 1799 and was later drawn into the 
study of physicsB He became a professor at the University of 
Copenhagen in 1806 and began to study electric currents and 
acousticsB In 1820, while giving a lecture, he noticed that a compass 
needle was defected when a nearby wire carrying a current from a 
battery was switched on and ofB 79 To isolate aluminum, Oersted 
began by passing dry chlorine over a heated mixture of alumina and 
carbon to create aluminum chlorideB He then combined the aluminum 
chloride with a potassium amalgam and heated the mixture to create 
potassium chloride and an aluminum amalgamB He then distilled the 
aluminum-mercury amalgam while keeping it isolated from the 
atmosphereB 80 Oersted announced his claim that he had isolated the 
“metal of clay” to the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences in 
Copenhagen, DenmarkB 81 “It forms a lump of metal which in color and 
luster somewhat resembles tin,” he reportedB 82 Oersted, however, was
unable to separate the aluminum from the mercury amalgamB 83 He 
published his discovery in a little known magazine and ended his 
experimentsB 84 Oersted’s method was repeated in modern times by 
Klaus Fogh, a chemist at Novo Nordish, in Copenhagen, and resulted in
producing aluminum, thus strengthening the priority claim of Oersted 
to being the frst person to isolate aluminumB 85

Davy’s and Oersted’s processes were further refned by the German 
scientist Frederick Wohler between 1825 and 1845 by substituting 
potassium for the amalgam and preparing a better way to dehydrate 
aluminumB 86 Wohler repeated Oersted’s process in 1825, but the metal
Wohler produced was potassium, not aluminumB He worked on the 
method for two more years, and in 1827 he reacted volatilized 
aluminum trichloride with potassium to produce small amounts of 
aluminumB 87 Wohler found that the more reactive potassium replaced 
the aluminum, which then appeared as a gray powderB The powder 
could then be heated to produce a shiny aluminum metalB Wohler’s 
work made it possible to produce aluminum on demand, but it was 
very expensiveB 88 In 1845, working at the University of Gottingen, 
Germany, Wohler succeeded in producing metallic aluminum in larger 
amounts he described as “big pinheadsB” The oxide flm covering the 
globules of metal prevented them from melting and coalescing into 
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one, but Wohler produced enough metal to investigate its chemical 
propertiesB He hammered out two of the metallic globules, which 
together weighed 32 milligrams, and he found the metal’s specifc 
gravity to be 2B50, a close approximation considering the amount of 
material he had to work withB 89 That quantity enabled Wohler to 
establish one of aluminum’s unique properties as a metal – its light 
weightB 90 

In 1856, cerzelius stated that Wohler was the frst to isolate aluminum,
not OerstedB 91 cut a century later, chemists repeated their 
experiments and showed that Oersted had indeed produced metallic 
aluminum for the frst timeB 92 corn in Germany in 1800, Wohler is best 
known for isolating urea, thus disproving the theory that only living 
things can produce inorganic chemicalsB He taught at several German 
universities, was the co-discoverer of beryllium and silicon, and was 
the frst to isolate yttrium and titaniumB He also discovered that some 
meteroric stones contained organic matterB Scientifc American in 1882
declared that Wohler deserved the highest honor a scientist could 
obtain for just two or three of his discoveries, “but the sum of his work 
is absolutely overwhelmingB Had he never lived, the aspect of 
chemistry would be very diferent from that it is nowB” Wohler died in 
Germany in 1882B 93 

For the frst half of the 19th century, aluminum was so difficult to isolate
as a metal that only small quantities were created by scientistsB The 
metal was more precious than gold and sold for $4,674 a pound in 
1845B 94 A wonder substance with qualities never before seen, 
aluminum was lightweight, shiny, resistant to rust and highly 
conductiveB The idea that something like aluminum could come from 
something as common as clay resurrected the aura of alchemyB cut by 
the 1850s, a method had been found to make a few grams of 
aluminum at a time, and it began to be used in expensive jewelryB 95 In 
1854, the French chemist Henri Etienne Sainte-Claire Deville repeated 
the method used by Wohler to produce aluminum, using aluminum 
chloride but replacing potassium with sodium, which was easier and 
less expensive to produceB 96 At the time, Deville was unaware of 
Wohler’s work 10 years earlier, but the two worked together years 
laterB Deville had developed a new way to manufacture sodium, which 
benefted his processB 97 Deville also found a way to make the pinhead-
sized lumps previously produced by Wohler to coalesce into lumps the 
size of marblesB Deville’s process became the foundation of the 
aluminum industryB 98
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Deville announced his discovery to the French Academy of Sciences in 
Paris, France, in 1854B Whereas Wohler had improved on Oersted’s 
method by leaving out the mercury, Deville had improved on Wohler 
by substituting sodium for potassiumB Deville also discovered that in 
the course of the chemical reaction, a fux was created made of the 
readily fusible double salt sodium chloride-aluminum chlorideB The 
presence of the fux helped the aluminum globules melt and coalesce 
together into pieces the size of marblesB 99 The resulting metal was 
more expensive than gold or platinumB 100 cars of aluminum produced 
at Deville’s Javel Chemical Works in France were exhibited at the Paris 
Exposition in 1855, which introduced the metal to the public for the 
frst timeB 101 The “silver made of clay” created a furorB Emperor 
Napoleon III served his most honorary guests with aluminum tableware
and dreamed of supplying his army with cuirasses – armor, 
breastplates and back plates – made of the lightweight metalB 102 In 
1856, Wohler designed a toy rattle for Napoleon III’s son, Crown Prince 
Louis Napoleon, made of aluminum and goldB Napoleon III used 
aluminum for medals, ornaments and luxury itemsB Deville, however, 
believed that the future of aluminum was not just jewelry and luxury 
itemsB “There is nothing harder than to make people use a new metal,”
he saidB “Luxury items and ornaments cannot be the only sphere of its 
applicationB I hope the time will come when aluminum will serve to 
satisfy the daily needsB” 103

The frst aluminum plant

When Joseph WB Richards, a metallurgy instructor at Lehigh University, 
published his 750-page encyclopedic book on the history and science 
of aluminum in 1896, he dedicated the book to Frederick Wohler “the 
discoverer of aluminium,” and to Henri Sainte-Claire Deville, “founder 
of the aluminium industryB” In his preface to the frst edition, dated 
NovB 25, 1886, Richards noted that the Tissier brothers had published a
small book on aluminum in 1858, and Deville had published a treatise 
in 1859, both in FrenchB “Deville’s book is still the standard on the 
subject,” Richards saidB The next book published on the subject was in 
December 1885, when Mierzinski wrote about aluminum for 
Hartleben’s Chemisch-Technische cibliothekB In his preface to the third
edition, dated OctB 25, 1895, Richards described the state of the 
evolving aluminum industry since 1885B “Ten years ago aluminium was
an almost unknown metal; then it sold for twelve dollars a pound, now 
it is bought for ffty cents; then the yearly production was less than is 
the present daily output; then only three books had been written about
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it, since then seven have appeared and two journals have been 
established to represent it,” he wroteB “The lowering of the price, the 
increased production, the wide circulation of reliable information about
aluminium, have brought to pass the dream of Deville, for it has truly 
become a metal of everyday lifeB” Richards also took note of 
aluminum’s place in history in the 19th centuryB “The nineteenth 
century will live in history as that century which gave to the world the 
railway, the telegraph, the telephone, the dynamo, cessemer steel and
aluminium,” he wroteB 104

Deville was the frst person to produce commercial quantities of 
aluminum, using a pilot plant built near ParisB 105 He described an early 
aluminum ingot as “a white metal, unalterable like silver… with the 
unique property of being lighter than glassB” 106 Able to produce 
aluminum in pieces the size of marbles, Deville immediately brought 
the price down to $1,300 per poundB Napoleon III demanded that an 
efort be made to fnd a way to mass produce the metal for military 
purposes, and Deville was commissioned to study the problemB cy 
1859, the price of aluminum had been brought down to about $245 per
pound, but the chemical methods used to extract aluminum from 
bauxite were too expensive for mass productionB At the same time, the
industrial revolution was in full swing and the need for a metal like 
aluminum was being recognizedB 107 Deville’s improvements also 
aroused the interest of the French Academy, which contributed 3,000 
francs toward further research into producing metallic aluminumB The 
experiments continued at the Javel Chemical Works, where bars of 
aluminum were eventually producedB Deville then joined forces with 
Debray, Morin and Rousseau crothers in Glaciere, a suburb of Paris, 
where they ran into trouble with neighbors who objected to the smell 
of chlorine and salt fumes emitted from the plantB cefore moving the 
pilot plant to Nanterre, the Glaciere operation had succeeded in 
lowering the cost of aluminum to $389 per pound, but Deville had 
succeeded in producing only about 60 pounds of aluminumB 108

When he started his study of aluminum, Deville was ignorant of 
Wohler’s results from 1845, and Deville was not trying to isolate 
aluminum but to fnd an economical way to produce aluminum 
chloride, as a precursor to other chemical productsB cut having 
produced aluminum metal during his work, he recognized the 
importance of his discovery and decided to devote his time to 
producing more of the metalB Deville, however, as a chemistry 
professor at the Ecole Normale in Paris and had a limited salary and 
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estateB He read a paper on his discovery at the Royale Academy on 
FebB 6, 1854, “Aluminium and its chemical combinations,” and 
declared his intention to start a search for a commercially viable way 
to produced aluminumB One of the listeners, Thenard, recognized both 
Deville’s limited means and the costly endeavor and suggested the 
Academy give him their supportB Deville was appointed to an Academy
committee and given 2,000 francs to start his workB Deville continued 
to experiment at the Ecole Normale for several months, but seeing the 
high cost of potassium, he turned to the work of Wilhelm cunsen and 
employed electrical current from a battery in an attempt to 
electrolytically reduce aluminum chlorideB On March 20, 1854, Deville 
informed the Academy that he had produced aluminum without 
potassium, and he sent a leaf of the metal to the AcademyB In May 
1854, he sent fve or six grams of aluminum to Liebig, Germany, 
making no secret that he had used electricity to produce itB 109

cut the problem with using batteries was that the zinc plates in the 
batteries were consumed in order to produce aluminumB This was 
before the availability of electrical generators and the means to 
recharge batteriesB So, in order to develop a commercial way to 
produce aluminum, Deville turned away from electrolysis to his former 
methods, but using sodium rather than potassium, which was cheaperB
Deville’s experiments with sodium at the Ecole Normale were put to 
work at a chemical works operated by Rousseau crothers, and soon 
sodium was available at a reduced priceB On AugB 14, 1854, Deville 
presented his fndings about electrolysis to the Academy, along with 
several small bars of aluminumB Several days earlier, cunsen had 
published in Poggendorf’s Annalen a description of how he obtained 
aluminum through electrolysis, a process that resembled Deville’s 
methodB “Thus it is evident that the isolation of aluminium by 
electrolysis was the simultaneous invention of Deville and cunsen,” 
Richards wrote – a harbinger of the simultaneous discovery of the Hall-
Heroult process in 1886B Deville next arranged for a baby rattler to be 
created from aluminum and other precious metals for Emperor 
Napoleon III’s son – the rattler was the frst useful item ever made of 
aluminumB The emperor was interested in military applications for 
aluminum, particularly armor and helmets for the French Cuirassiers, 
and soon threw his support to Deville’s workB In August 1854, Deville 
persuaded the director of a chemical works in Javel to allow two young 
chemists, Charles and Alexander Tissier, to experiment on the 
production of sodium at the Javel worksB 110
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Meanwhile, the emperor’s funds became available to Deville the next 
year, and he set up a place to experiment at Javel in March 1855B 
Deville scaled up his laboratory experiments, and on June 18, 1855 
presented large bars of pure aluminum to the Academy, along with 
masses of aluminum chlorideB The bars were later shown at the Paris 
Exhibition in 1855 in the Palace de l’IndustrieB Deville stopped his work 
at Javel in July 1855 and returned to his laboratory at the Ecole 
NormaleB The Tissier brothers had developed a useful means to 
produce sodium, patented the process, and took the furnace from Javel
to the Chanu works in RouenB This act led to disagreements, and 
Deville reproached the young men for acting on bad faithB The Tissier 
brothers soon put Deville’s aluminum production methods to work at 
Amfreville-la-mi-Voie, near Rouen – aluminum metal that sold for $200 
a kilo in 1855 sold for $60 two years laterB The process used by the 
Tissier brothers was to reduce natural cryolite by sodium, but the 
process was not sustainable and shut down after a few yearsB 
Meanwhile, Deville set up a practical aluminum works at Glaciere, a 
suburb of Paris, in 1856 along with Debray, Morin and the Rousseau 
brothersB This operation lasted only a year because the fumes emitted 
by the plant traveled to nearby gardens and houses, arousing 
complaintsB The plant was moved to Nanterre, where it remained for 
several years, operating at a scale that was four times the demandB 
Part of the plant was then moved to the HB Merle & CoB works at 
Salindres, which eventually became Pechiney & CoB “The works at 
Nanterre were really the only ‘aluminium works’ built by Deville, the 
others were plants installed at general chemical works,” Richards 
wroteB 111

Deville was born on the island of StB Thomas, West Indies in 1818 and 
died in coulogne-sur-Seine, France in 1881B He was educated in Paris, 
graduated as a doctor of medicine and science in 1844 and became a 
professor at the Sorbonne in 1859B 112 He harshly criticized the Tissier 
brothers’ 1858 publication on aluminum production – the Tissiers were 
young chemists Deville had invited into his laboratory and who 
allegedly unfairly used his ideasB Deville responded in 1859 by 
publishing a major text of his own on aluminum, a 176-page book titled
“De l’Aluminium, ses Proprietes, sa Fabrication et ses ApplicationsB” 
The book concluded with a 12-page chapter describing possible future 
uses for aluminum metalB Deville also discussed the use of fuoride 
salts rather than chloride salts as fuxesB He stated that cryolite was 
the better fux, but that fuorspar was much cheaperB When the cost of 
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cryolite dropped to about $1,082 per ton, Deville substituted it for 
fuorsparB 113 In his 1859 book, Deville concluded, “I have tried to show 
that aluminium may become a useful metal by studying with care its 
physical and chemical properties, and showing the actual state of its 
manufactureB As to the place which it may occupy in our daily life, that 
will depend on the public’s estimation of it and its commercial priceB 
The introduction of a new metal into the usages of man’s life is an 
operation of extreme difficultyB At frst aluminium was spoken of too 
highly in some publications, which made it out to be a precious metal, 
but later these estimates have depreciated even to the point of 
considering it attackable by pure waterB The cause of this is the desire 
which many have to see taken out of common feld-mud a metal 
superior to silver itself; the opposite opinion established itself because 
of very impure specimens of the metal which were put in circulationB”
114

Deville recognized that alumina dissolved in molten cryolite in 1859 – a
key component of modern aluminum smelting – but during an 1893 
UBSB patent infringement suit, Judge William Howard Taft credited 
Charles Martin Hall with making this discoveryB Deville’s discovery, 
however, had been mentioned in several academic chemistry texts, 
including one by Wurtz in 1868 and one by Payen in 1878B 115 In April 
1859, Scientifc American reported that advances in the production of 
aluminum using cryolite from the west coast of Greenland had brought 
the price of aluminum down by a factor of 18 since 1856B The 
magazine also reported that MB Gerhard was using the “aluminous 
mineral” to produce aluminum metal at a large factory recently 
constructed at cattersea, EnglandB As the production cost of aluminum 
dropped, the idea arose to use aluminum for making coinsB 116

A typical charge in Deville’s process included 10 parts aluminum-
sodium chloride, fve parts fuorspar and two parts sodium ingotB The 
mixture was heated in a reverbatory furnace, sealed from the 
atmosphere, and produced from 6 to 10 kilos of aluminum metal at a 
timeB cy 1859, this process had further reduced the cost of aluminum 
production to about $245 per poundB Further reductions in the cost of 
aluminum production by this process depended upon the development 
of cheaper ways to produce sodium metalB This did not take place until 
1886, when Hamilton YB Castner of New York patented an important 
process for reducing sodium hydroxide using iron carbideB 117 The frst 
practical combination of the Deville and Castner processes was made 
by the Aluminium CoB LtdB of Oldbury, near cirmingham, England, 
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beginning in 1888B cy 1889, the company was producing 500 pounds 
of aluminum metal per dayB At this point in time, the best commercial 
way to produce aluminum metal was by use of the Deville and Castner 
methods, but scores of scientists and others were investigating 
diferent processes, including the use of cryolite in place of aluminum 
chloride or using the double chloride of sodium and aluminumB 
Drawbacks to using cryolite were its higher melting temperature, 
which required burning more fuel to heat the crucible; its high 
reactivity, which led to the cryolite attacking the crucible walls and 
contaminating the charge with silica; and its high cost and uncertain 
supply at that timeB 118

In an article in Scientifc American in 1879, Clemen Winckler described 
some of the difficulties the fedgling aluminum industry facedB “First of 
all, there is the price; then the methods of working it are not 
everywhere known; and further, no one knows how to cast itB” He 
noted that, “Molten aluminium attacks the common earthen crucible, 
reduces silicon from it, and becomes gray and brittleB” The sodium 
reduction process produced metal with an erratic chemical 
composition, despite the four-part melting process Deville had 
developed to purify the metalB 119 cut the bigger problem was the 
discovery of the Hall-Heroult electrolytic process in 1886, which spelled
the end of aluminum production by strictly chemical meansB The 
electrolytic process for producing aluminum from alumina was 
investigated in 1854 by Robert Wilhelm von cunsenB Working in 
Heidelberg, Germany, cunsen prepared aluminum metal by passing an
electric current through a fusion of sodium-aluminum chlorideB In his 
electrolysis experiments, cunsen had succeeded earlier in producing 
magnesium from magnesium chlorideB Following up on cunsen’s 
experiments, Deville also used electrical current to produce aluminum 
metalB cut both scientists depended upon batteries for electrical 
current, an expensive method with no commercial futureB Another 25 
years would pass before electrical dynamos were perfected and 
electrical power was sufficiently inexpensive for commercial purposesB
120

In 1855, a young chemical engineer named Henri Merle received 
permission from Napoleon III to establish a plant at Salindres, near 
Alais in the Gard region of France, to produce caustic soda from coal, 
salt, pyrites and limestoneB The new company, owned by Merle and 
operated by Jean-captiste Guimet, began to produce aluminum metal 
in 1860 using Deville’s chemical method under a 30-year monopoly 
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granted by the French governmentB Compagnie de Produits Chimiques 
d’Alais et de la Camargue produced 505 kilograms of aluminum in its 
frst yearB Aluminum at the time was an expensive luxury item, and the
company ofered aluminum cutlery to Napoleon III as a wedding giftB 121

All the raw materials used in the Deville process were found near 
Salindres, including coal, soda, hydrochloric acid and bauxite, which 
had been discovered in Provence in 1821B The Salindres plant stopped 
manufacturing aluminum in 1888 after reaching a maximum 
production of 9,160 pounds in one yearB 122 Alfred Rangod, who went 
by the name ABRB Pechiney, joined the company in 1874 and was a 
long-term managing directorB Over time, the company became known 
as PechineyB 123 Pechiney, who managed the company from 1877 to 
1906, passed up a chance to use the Hall-Heroult electrolytic process 
until 1897B 124

In 1856, experimenters were making progress in isolating aluminum 
metal in diferent ways outside of FranceB Percy, in England, and HB 
Rose, in Germany, produced aluminum metal by reducing natural 
cryolite with sodiumB An American journal, Mining Magazine, reported 
on chemists in the UBSB working on the same problem, including Alfred 
Monnier, of Camden, NBJB, who had produced both sodium and 
aluminum in large quantities that were displayed at the Franklin 
InstituteB “We would suggest the propriety of giving aid to this 
manufacture at the expense of the government, for the introduction of 
a new metal into the arts is a matter of national importance, and no 
one can yet realize the various and innumerable uses to which this 
new metal may be applied,” the magazine saidB ColB William Frishmuth,
of Philadelphia, PennB operated a small chemical works and produced 
sodium prior to 1860 using Deville’s processB He also produced some 
aluminumB The frst aluminum works in England began operating at 
cattersea, near London, by CBHB Gerhart in 1859, using Deville’s 
methodB The cell crothers established an aluminum works at 
Washington, near Newcastle-on-Tyne, with the cooperation of Deville in
1860B The business closed in 1874 when production was no longer 
proftableB An attempt to start an aluminum works in cerlin, Germany 
was begun by JBFB Wirtz & CoB in 1874, but the project never 
materializedB Aluminum production in Germany did not take of until 
the late 1890sB 125

In 1882, a chemist in England named Webster implemented 
improvements to the Deville process which reduced the price of 
aluminumB Webster patented his methods and organized the 
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Aluminium Crown Metal CoB at Hollywood, near cirmingham, EnglandB 
Production was scaled up, and the company also produced aluminum 
alloysB Soon Webster’s company not only dominated the English 
market but challenged the French producersB An improvement in the 
process used to produce sodium by HBYB Castner in 1886 came after 
years of careful researchB Castner patented his process in the UBSB in 
June 1886 and then took his process to England, where he met with 
representatives of the Webster processB A new company followed, the 
Aluminium Company LtdB, which used the Webster process for 
producing aluminum and the Castner process for producing sodiumB A 
large chemical works was built at Oldbury, near cirmingham, and 
began operating in July 1888B Daily aluminum production increased 
from about 250 pounds to nearly 500 pounds by 1889B cut as 
aluminum production by the new Hall-Heroult electrolytic process 
swamped the market with cheaper metal, Aluminium Company LtdB 
shut down aluminum production in early 1891, while continuing to 
make sodiumB In England, the Alliance Aluminium CoB of London was 
organized in early 1888 to use the patents of Netto, a professor in 
Dresden, Germany, to produce sodium and potassium and to reduce 
cryoliteB The company established its works at King’s Head Yard, near 
London, and began to produce 50 pounds of aluminum per dayB The 
company could not compete and was up for auction in 1892B 126

Deville’s success in producing aluminum in commercial amounts had 
an impact on the public’s imaginationB Commenting in his weekly 
English magazine “Household Words” on DecB 13, 1856, Charles 
Dickens wrote, “Aluminium may probably send tin to the right about 
face, drive copper saucepans into penal servitude, and blow up 
German-silver sky high into nothingB” In his 1865 science-fction novel 
“From The Earth To The Moon,” French writer Jules Verne chose 
aluminum for construction of the capsule shot from the cannon on 
Earth because of its lightness and strengthB 127 cy 1869, processes for 
producing aluminum by chemical reaction and precipitation had 
improved to the point that world production reached about two tons of 
aluminum metal per year and the cost dropped to about the same as 
silverB Aluminum was the reasonable choice for making tableware for 
the French court, a crown for the King of Denmark and the cap on the 
Washington Monument in Washington, DBCB 128 cut there were some in 
industry who saw an important future for aluminumB In 1884, William 
Frishmuth, who supplied the aluminum for capping the Washington 
Monument, warned in the New York Times that “foreign capitalists” 
were about to control the global aluminum marketB 129
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America’s crown jewel

The history of the Washington Monument began in 1783 when the 
Continental Congress passed a resolution to create an equestrian 
statue in the memory of George Washington, but the plan changed 
over timeB The cornerstone for the Washington Monument was laid in 
1848 and the monument was completed and dedicated in 1885B At 
169B1 meters high, it was the tallest man-made structure in the world 
at the timeB Aluminum was not the frst choice for the cap and was 
considered an alternative during discussions with Frishmuth, the only 
aluminum producer in the UBSB at the timeB Using Deville’s method with
some refnements, Frishmuth produced 51 kilograms of aluminum in 
1884B The next year, he produced 28 kilogramsB 130 Aluminum was 
chosen for the cap because of its conductivity, color and non-staining 
qualitiesB ColB Thomas Casey, the Army Corps of Engineers officer in 
charge of seeing the monument’s completion, had asked Frishmuth to 
make a metal pyramid to serve as a lightning rodB Copper, bronze or 
brass, plated with platinum, were the preferred materialsB Frishmuth 
proposed constructing the pyramid of aluminum for $75B If 
unsuccessful in that endeavor, he would make a pyramid of aluminum 
bronze and plate it with gold for $50B 131

Aluminum bronze was an alloy made of 90 parts copper and 10 parts 
aluminum and was quite abundant on the market by 1884B The 
principal manufacturer of aluminum bronze was the Cowles crothers, 
of Niagara Falls, NBYB, which used a patented thermal process using an 
electrical-resistance furnace and a raw material containing aluminum 
oxide and copperB The aluminum produced this way combined with 
copper and could not be separated from itB When Frishmuth submitted 
his $256 bill for the all-aluminum pyramid, Casey was quite upset and 
sent CaptB Davis to Philadelphia to investigate the matterB After Davis 
conducted an audit, a fnal bill of $225 was agreed upon between 
Casey and FrishmuthB 132 The gleaming pyramid of aluminum metal 
topped with eight platinum lightning rods was placed on the 
monument in 1884B At 100 ounces, it was one of the largest pieces of 
aluminum ever assembledB Prior to its placement, the pyramid sat in a 
window at Tifany’s in New York City, and the New York Times 
prophesied that “the uses of the metal are almost illimitableB” 133

On June 8, 1885, during a thunderstorm, a lightning strike caused a 
crack in the north face of the “pyramidion” atop the monumentB In 
1934, a group of scientists inspected the cap and discovered that 
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lightning strikes had blunted the tip of the pyramid and some globules 
of aluminum had fused to the sidesB Edgar HB Dix, Alcoa’s chief 
metallurgist, declared at the time that “the crown jewel of the 
aluminum industry is the cap of the Washington MonumentB” The 
pyramid was 22B6 centimeters high and 13B9 centimeters at the base 
and weighed 2B85 kilogramsB The size of the casting was one 
achievement, the quality was anotherB With no knowledge of dissolved 
gases in aluminum, Frishmuth nonetheless was able to create a 
homogeneous casting that could be polished and leave a smooth 
surfaceB The cap was found to be 1% iron, 0B75% silicon, 0B3% 
manganese, 0B05% copper, 0B02% tin, 0B01% sodium and 97B87% 
aluminumB A 100-year commemorative celebration of the casting was 
held at the Frishmuth building in Philadelphia, which was still operating
as a foundryB A replica of the pyramid, exact in size, weight and 
composition, was cast on NovB 12, 1984, and displayed at Tifany’s in 
New YorkB 134

In March 1883, speaking before the London Section of the Society of 
Chemical Industry, Pechiney, the director of the aluminum works at 
Salindres, stated that the only method used at Salindres was Deville’s 
classical one – Pechiney said he had improved the process some, and 
made it less expensive, but otherwise it hadn’t changed in 25 yearsB 135

cy 1887, the price for aluminum had dropped to about $115 per 
pound, but less than 140,000 pounds had been produced since 1854B 
Most uses included jewelry, navigation instruments and clocksB 136 In 
1893, an aluminum statue of the ancient Greek god Anteros was 
placed in Piccadilly Circus, LondonB The Deville-Process cast statue was
nearly 2B5 meters high and was the frst large piece of art made from 
aluminumB 137 Deville was the frst to isolate aluminum metal in a state 
of near purity and to determine its true properties, according to 
metallurgy professor Joseph Richards’ book in 1896B “Thus, while 
aluminium had been isolated in 1827, for eighteen years its properties 
en masse were unknown, and it was only at the end of twenty-seven 
years after its discovery that the true properties of the pure metal 
were established by Deville,” Richards wroteB “The second birth of 
aluminium, the time at which it stepped from the rank of a curiosity 
into the number of the useful metals, dates from the labors of Deville 
in 1854B Wohler was the discoverer of aluminium, Deville was the 
founder of the aluminium industryB” 138 cut the days of producing 
aluminum by chemical means alone were numbered following the 
1886 discovery of the Hall-Heroult process – which depended on large 
reliable sources of electrical power, cryolite and aluminaB
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In spring 1856, aluminum sold for $90B90 per pound in ParisB cy the 
fall, it sold for $27B27 per poundB The price continued to steadily drop, 
reaching $8 per pound in cremen, Germany in 1887 and $4B84 per 
pound in London in 1888B With the Hall-Heroult process in production, 
the price dropped to $2 per pound in Pittsburgh in 1889, to 50 cents 
per pound in Pittsburgh in 1894 and to 35 cents per pound in 
Switzerland in 1895B Meanwhile, the price of 10% aluminum bronze 
dropped from $1B64 per pound in Paris in 1878, to 40 cents per pound 
by the Cowles crothers in 1885, to 30 cents per pound by the company
using the Heroult process in Neuhausen in 1888B The amount of pure 
aluminum produced in France increased from 25 kilograms from 
Deville in 1854-1856, to 1,800 kilograms by the Salindres works in 
1872, to 14,840 kilograms for all of France in 1889, to 40,000 
kilograms in all of France by 1892B The amount of pure aluminum 
produced in England increased from 1,650 pounds by the cell crothers 
in 1872, to 50,000 pounds using the Castner process in 1889, to 
90,000 pounds using the electrolytic process in 1892B The amount of 
pure aluminum produced at Neuhausen, Switzerland increased from 
40,540 kilograms in 1890, to 168,670 kilograms in 1891, to 300,000 
kilograms in 1892, to 600,000 kilograms in 1894B The amount of pure 
aluminum produced in the UBSB increased from 70 pounds by Frishmuth
in 1883, to 230 pounds by Frishmuth in 1885B The total amount of pure
and alloyed aluminum produced in the UBSB increased from 19,000 
pounds in 1888, to 150,000 pounds in 1891, to 706,000 pounds in 
1894B About 2B2 million pounds of aluminum was estimated to be 
produced worldwide in 1894B 139 It should be noted that when 
comparing production levels of lead, silver, nickel, copper, tin and zinc 
by weight, aluminum’s low specifc gravity would boost the amount of 
aluminum produced by volumeB
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